A New Approach to Stabilization of Chaotic Systems With Nonfragile Fuzzy Proportional Retarded Sampled-Data Control.
This paper is concerned with the problem of stabilization of chaotic systems via nonfragile fuzzy proportional retarded sampled-data control. Compared with existing sampled-data control schemes, a more practical nonfragile fuzzy proportional retarded sampled-data controller is designed, which involves not only a signal transmission delay but also uncertainties. Based on the Wirtinger inequality, a new discontinuous Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (LKF), namely, Wirtinger-inequality-based time-dependent discontinuous (WIBTDD) LKF, is the first time to be proposed for sampled-data systems. With the WIBTDD LKF approach and employing the developed estimation technique, a less conservative stabilization criterion is established. The desired fuzzy proportional retarded sampled-data controller can be obtained by solving a set of linear matrix inequalities. Finally, numerical examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed results.